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2014 IIGB CAREER DAY
Genomics Auditorium
October 3, 2014
9:00AM - 4:00PM

— PROGRAM —

9:00-9:15 AM: REGISTRATION [Genomics Lobby]

9:15 AM-12:30 PM: SPEAKER SESSION [Genomics Auditorium, Rm 1102A]

CHIH-YING SU, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
University of California, San Diego: Faculty position in a top 10 University

BRADLEY WHITE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
University of California, Riverside: Faculty position with a short postdoc

NAOKI YAMANAKA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
University of California, Riverside: Transitional grants - postdoc to faculty position

SCOTT KREHER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Dominican University: Teaching and undergraduate education

JOHN BURR, PATENT ATTORNEY
JBPI Law: PhD to Patent law

SEAN BOYLE, BIOINFORMATIC ANALYST
Personalis, Inc.: PhD to Biotech

JOEL WEST, PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Keck Graduate Institute: Postdoctoral Professional Masters

ANANDASANKAR RAY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR/FOUNDER
University of California, Riverside/Olfactor Labs: Entrepreneurship and startup companies

12:30-1:30 PM: LUNCH [Genomics Lobby]

1:30-2:30 PM: TRAINING SESSION [Genomics Auditorium, Rm 1102A]

RANDALL BLACK, SENIOR GRANT WRITER
University of California, Riverside: Effective science writing and science writing as a career

2:30-3:30 PM: BREAKOUT SESSIONS [Genomics Rms 3102, 4102]

3:30 PM: COFFEE AND REFRESHMENTS [Genomics Lobby]